
Tea ceremony course

Tea ceremony lesson + Japanese lesson
In this course, you can learn Japanese In this course, you can learn Japanese 

language and Japanese Tea Ceremonylanguage and Japanese Tea Ceremony

(Bontemae) at the same time. You will also (Bontemae) at the same time. You will also 

learn about Tea Ceremony culture, how to learn about Tea Ceremony culture, how to 

make Tea, and how to serve Tea. We will make Tea, and how to serve Tea. We will 

give you a certificate of completion after give you a certificate of completion after 

finishing the 4-week course. finishing the 4-week course. 

Capacity: 20 students

Fee：133,000YEN

April 03 ～ April 26　2017

1 month(8 lessons)

Time：14：00 ～ 15：50

In this course, you can learn Japanese 

language and Japanese Tea Ceremony

(Bontemae) at the same time. You will also 

learn about Tea Ceremony culture, how to 

make Tea, and how to serve Tea. We will 

give you a certificate of completion after 

finishing the 4-week course. 　　　　　　　

Bontemae Tea Ceremony Set

Registration Fee,Text Book,
Bontemae Tea Ceremony set 
Japanese+Tea-ceremony lesson tuition

Fee Includes

九段日本文化研究所 日本語学院
Kudan Institute of Japanese Language&CultureKILCLCCKILCKILCLCLCILIL



1.How to use the tools (4/5 Wed)
Orientation 

Introduciton（history of sado）

Performance by a teacher 

How to use the tools

How to handle Fukusa & Chakin 

The Way of Tea

How to behave as a guest (How to eat Japanese sweets & How to drink Usucha)

*Usucha=Thin Tea

3. How to make tea and the preparation (4/12 Wed)

Matcha & Japanese sweets

Practice

How to make tea and the preparation　　

4. How to Provide a tea for a guest (4/17 Mon)
Practice

How to provide a tea for a guest

5.How to do the OMOTENASHI and How to drink Koicha (4/19 Wed)

How to do the OMOTENASHI
About Ojiku, Incenses, Flower 
Practice 
How to drink Koicha
*Koicha=Thick Tea

6. Chakai Extracurricular lesson (4/22 Sat)
Chakai 

Extracurricular lesson

7. Your Own Tea Ceremony (4/24 Mon)
Perform Bontemae by yourself

in front of the teacher.

Teacher will observe and will give feedback.
8.Graduation ceremony (4/26 Wed)
Hirotemae

（Perform Bontemae in front of other students）

Graduation Ceremony 

(We will give you a certificate of completion)
※The certificate of completion is a Kudan original certificate.

2.How to drink Usucha and How to eat Japanese Sweets (4/10 Mon)
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E-mail

Teitomisaki Building1F, 2-7-10
Misaki-Cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo
TEL：03-3239-7923 
FAX：03-3239-7920
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